Share What You Love Cards
8 cards from one 12” x 12” sheet of DSP
Tutorial by Kate Morgan (Inspired by Rhonda Wade)

The Share What You Love Specialty Designer Series Paper is so stunning you will want to show off both
sides of the paper! In this tutorial, I will show you how, using Australian measurements.
Supplies:
Share What You Love Specialty Designer Series Paper
A4 card stock (Rich Razzleberry & Basic Black)
2” Circle Punch
Starburst Punch

Tear & Tape
Paper Snips
Stampin’ Trimmer

Start with an A4 sheet of card stock. Place in your trimmer, short edge to the top and cut at 5½”.
Put the strip to the side for use on another project!
Rotate the larger piece 90o and cut at 5⅞” so you now have 2 cards.
Place the 5½” side to the top of your trimmer at score at 4⅛”.
Cut black card stock = ¾” x 5⅞”
Cut your 12x12 Share What You Love SDSP sheet of DSP at 5⅞”. Then cut into quarters, so you end up
with four 3” strips (make sure you check the direction of the pattern first!)

Place Tear and Tape along the two edges as shown
along the card and the DSP
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Fold over the card flap and hold in place the black strip of card underneath to get the exact
position you want.
Holding the black card firmly, open the flap, remove the Tear and Tape backing and gently fold it
back onto the black strip, pressing down in the centre and then run your fingers to the top and the
bottom of the card to seal it.

Open the card and place the piece of DSP down, lining it up with the right edges of the card base.
Hold it firmly in place with one hand, remove the Tear and Tape backing and gently fold the flap
back onto the DSP, pressing down in the centre and then run your fingers to the top and the bottom
to seal it. Now you can decorate as desired.

Some others I’ve made!
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